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The ñeld of this invention is that of handles, and the 
invention relates, more particularly, to handles which can 
be moved into several positions. 

Objects of this invention are to provide la folding 
handle assembly which is especially suitable for use with 
structures for mounting electrical equipment, such as 
panels or chassis or components thereof; to provide such 
a handle that can be conventionally rotated between an 
inoperative position laying «dat against a surface of the 
said structure, and an operative position «laterally ex 
tending therefrom, the handle being securely retained in 
either of said positions and incapable of being rotated 
beyond the extending position so that the structure can 
be conveniently and securely moved by means of the 
handle; to provide such a handle which will occupy a 
minimum of space in inoperative position; and to provide 
a handle assembly which is exceptionally strong, pleasing 
of appearance and reliable in operation ‘and which, never 
theless, can be simply and inexpensively manufactured, 
assembled and mounted. 
The substance of the invention can be briefly sum 

marized as follows. 
in one of its principal aspects, lthe handle assembly 

according to the invention comprises body :or mounting 
means which are attachable to a supporting structure to be 
manipulated by the handle, `and which mounting means 
have socket means therein, key means disposed within 
these body socket means, and means for normally biasing 
the key means to extend from the socket means; a handle 
piece havin-g a series of locking elements pivotally 
mounted on vthe body means so that the locking elements 
are successively and releasably engaged with the key 
means as the handle is pivoted into respective positions, 
thereby automatically and detachably to hold the handle 
in any of such positions. 

in .a preferred embodiment of the invention the above 
body >or mounting means comprise a pair of threaded 
studs each having a slotted end and a blind axial bore in 
the base of its end slot. A coil spring and a key pin are 
disposed in each of these axial stud bores such that the 
spring serves to bias the pin normally to extend from the 
stud bore. A U-shaped handle piece `adapted 1to pivot 
about an axis extending through the ends of the handle 
is pivotally mounted in the slots of the threaded studs and 
lis provided with a pair of notches in each end which are 
circumferentially spaced around the handle axis and which 
are separated by an arcuate surface concentric with the 
axis. The handle notches are spaced and the handle is 
pivotally mounted adjacent to the key pins so that when 
the handle is laying ilat against the article to which the 
mounting studs are attached, ‘the pins engage one notch 
on each end of the handle; when the handle lis pivoted to 
a position where it extends horizontally from lthe article, 
the pins engage the other notches in the handle ends. 
In this manner the handle can be detacbably held in 
either of the handle positions but can be moved to» the 
other of said handle positions by applica-tion of a force 
sufficient to wedge the pins into their respective bores 
against the bias of their respective springs. 

In the above characterized preferred embodiment of 
this invention, the handle ends are provided with shoulder 
means engageable with the bases of the stud slots in the 
extending handle position so that the handle will not 
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rotate beyond extended position and can be used for 
lifting the article to which the handle is attached. In an 
alternative embodiment, the stud slots are provided with 
shoulder means which engage the handle in extended 
position wherein it can be used for similar lifting pur 
poses. 

Other objects, inventive aspects, advantages and de 
tai-ls of preferred construction will appear from the fol 
lowing description of two typical practical embodiments 
illustrating the novel characteristics of the invention. 
The description refers to la drawing in which 
FIG. l is a plan View of the handle assembly -according 

to this invention, showing the handle piece in extended 
position; 

FlG. 2 is a sectional view along line 2_2 of FIG. l; 
FIG. 3 is an enlarged side elevation view of the handle 

assembly showing the handle piece laying flat against the 
structure to which the handle is attached; ' 

FlG. 4 is a sectional View of FIG. 3, taken lon the same 
plane as FIG. 2; and 

FIG. 5 is a sectional view similar to FIG. 2 showing 
an alternative embodiment of the handle assembly accord 
ing to this invention. 

In the drawing, numeral 2 indicates the handle assem 
bly proper as provided by the invention. This assembly 
is shown as mounted upon an article such as a drawer, 
chassis, or Iinstrument panel compartment, such a sup 
porting structure being diagrammatically represented in 
dot and dash lines at 4. 
The handle assembly 2 includes body or mounting 

means such Ias a pair of threaded studs 6, 7 for attaching 
the assembly to the article 4, each stud having an axial 
end slot 8 forming lthe slot side walls '9, 10 and the slot; 
base surface 12. Each stud also has a blind axial bore 
14» (FIG. 2) in the base 12 of its end slot. The studs can 
be securedto the supporting article in conventional man 
ner either by engaging ̀ a nut (not shown) with the thread 
on the ends of the studs ‘6, '7, or by engaging eac-h stud 
thread in a corresponding threaded bore in the article 
such ̀ as indicated at 4.1. In this latter instance, the stud 
end slots will accomodate a yscrew driver or other turning 
means for rotating the studs into threaded engagement 
with the Karticle bores. Preferably each stud is provided 
with a head portion i6.1, 7.1 forming a shoulder 6.2, '7.2 
by means ̀of which the stud can be conveniently positioned 
on the article so that, when the end slots of the studs are 
in parallel relation, the bases 12 of the slots will be 
aligned iiush with each other. 
A pin 16 (HG. 2) preferably having a wedge-.shaped 

end 16.1 is iitted within the axial bore of each stud and 
adapted to be axially slidable therein. A coil spring 18 
is disposed 'Within each of the bores for biasing the 
pins normally to extend from the bores. The pins can 
be made of any relatively hard, smooth material but the 
hard and slippery material called Teflon has proved most 
suited for this purpose. 
The handle assembly further includes a U-shaped han 

dle piece 20 which has arms 22, 23»` :of equal length 
`which has handle piece ends 24, 25 reduced as at 24.1, 
25.1 where necessary, adapted to be accommodated in 
respective stud end slots 8-and which has coaxial bores 
26 in the handle piece ends defining an axis 28 about 
which the handle piece is adapted to rotate. The side 
walls 9, 10 ̀ of the lstud end slots »are coaxially bored, as 
at 10.1 (FIG. 3), to match the handle piece bores 25, 
and rolled or spring pins 13l) are iitted within respective 
sets of said bores for pivotally mounting the handle piece 
in the stud slots for rotation about the handle axis 2S. 
Each handle end is provided with a pair of notches 32 

and 34 which are circumferentially spaced about the axis 
28 and which are separated by an arcuate surface 36 
concentric with that axis. The handle axis is located and 
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the handle notches are spaced so th'at the handle piece 
can be rotated about this axis between an inoperative 
position laying hat against the surface of the article to 
which the. handle assemblyY is attached, as shown. in FIG. 
3, and a position extending from the article, as shown 
in FIG. 2. The notch 32 on each handle end is adapted 
-to receive the wedge-shaped end of its respective pin 16, 
Aas biased by a spring 13, when the handle piece is in 
extending position, andthe notch 34 on each end of the 
handle is adapted to receive the said pin when the handle 
is in inoperative position. The handle piece will Ibe de 
tachably held in either position by engagement of the 
pins inthe respective notches. However, when the han 
die piece is, forcibly -rotated from one position to the 
other, the arcuate surface 36 separating each pair of han 
dle notches Willride over its respective pin 16 wedging it 
within its respective bore against the bias of the spring i3. 
Each handle end is provided with a shoulder 33 (FIG. 

2)' which tangentially extends from the notch ‘32' oppo 
sitely of the "above described arcuate surface 36 and which 
is adapted to abut the base 12 of its respective stud slot 
S. when the handle is in extending position. Thispre 
vents rotation of the handle piece beyond that extending 
.position and permitsouse'of the handle for lifting the arti 
cle in the general direction of the base 12, that is at right 
angles to lthe plane of the extended handle. A surface 

>4t) on each [arm 22, 23 of the handle piece tangentially 
extends from the notch 34 oppositely of the arcuate sur~ 
face '36, and, corresponding to the shoulder 38, is adapted 

y to abut the base 12pt its respective stud slot 8 when the 
handle is in inoperative position. 
As shown in FIG. 2, when the handle piece is in inop 

erative position abutting the bases 12 of the mounting 
stud slots, the handle is preferably spaced a Avery short 
distance from Ithe handle mounting surface of the article 
4, thereby to assure that the handle piece is detachably 
engaged by the key pins~16 so that the handle will not 
rattle against the article, and thereby to facilitate -subse 
uquent gripping .ofthehandle for rotating the handle to 
Yextended position.V However, VWhere space is at a pre 
mium, thebases 12 of thev stud slots can be made ñush 
with the handle mounting surface of the article 4. Pref 
erably also the heads 6.1, 7 .1 of the handle mounting studs 
areV adapted to Vbe ñush with the outer surfaces of> the 
handle piece when Vthe handle piece is in inoperative posi 
tion so that'the handle assembly will ocoupythe minimum 
of mounting space. 

It can thus beseen'that theV handle assembly provided 
by this invention is of light, simple and inexpensive con 
struction neverthelessl providing extremely certain and 
secure operation, that thisassembly can be rotated be 
tween two precisely deiinite handle positions, can ‘be de 
tachably held in either handle position, :and will abut a 
ñxedisurface as it is- detachably held in each of said posi 
tions. Thus thehandle in extended position can be used 
>to pull, lift orpush the ,article` to which it is attached, 
and will conveniently remain in extending position until 
forcibly returned to inoperative- position. In inoperative 
position, the handle occupies a minimurnof space and 
will not rattle in response to movementor» vibration of 
the article to which it is attached. Y . , ~  

In FIG. 5, an alternative Vembodiment' of the handle as 
sembly is illustrated. In this construction, the U-shaped 
handle 12d is adapted :to pivot about 4an axi-s yt28 as 
above-described, but each handle piece end H4 is ñnished 
with a semicylindrical surfacelîiá‘centered on the axis 
and with> a pair of notches; 132 and V13A- respectively, 
Which are circumferentially spaced on this surface; Each 
mounting stud 106 has a slot v108 in'one.end,.with~ slot 
side walls 11G-110, with a slot base 112, and with a slot 
end shoulder 113.V Y ' 

`In this construction, When-thehandle is rotate-d to a 
position horizontally Vextending from-ank article as ̀ above 
described, the notch 132 in each handle end will be de 
tachably engaged with a key‘pin 116.- A surface 133cm 
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each handle piece arm 122. will then abut a respective 
slot shoulder 113l for preventing rotation of the handle 
beyond the extending position and permitting use of the 
handle for lifting the structure to which the handle assem 
bly is attached. When the handle assembly is rotated 
to an inoperative position, a surface i4() in each handle 
piece arm abuts the base H2 of its respective stud slot 
as above described. 

It should be understood that the present disclosure is 
for the purpose of illustration only and that this inven 
tion includes all modifications and equivalents which fall 
within the scope of the appended claims. 

I claim: ’ 

:1. A handle assembly comprising: a U-shaped handle 
piece adapted to pivot between two handle positions 
around Ian axis extending through the ends of said handle 
piece, each of said ends having a pair of notches circum 
ferentially spaced around said axis and separated ‘by an 
arcuate surface centered on said axis, each of said ends 
having a shoulder tangentially extending from each of 
saidrnotches oppositely of said arcuate surface; body 
means attachable to a supporting structure, said body 
means having slots for receiving respective handle piece 
ends and having a blind bore in the base of each slot; a 
pin axially slidable within each of lsaid bores; spring 
means for biasing said pins to extend from said bores; 
Yand means for pivotally mounting the handle piece ends 
in their respective slots for rotation about said handle 
taxis; whereby, as the handle piece is rotated into each 
handle position, said pins will engage respective notches 
in each end of the piece for detachably holding the piece 
in sai-d position, and a shoulder on each end of the piece 
Will engage the base of its mounting slot for positively 
limiting rotation of the handle piece. 

2; A handle assembly comprising: a U-shaped handle 
piece adapted to pivot between two handle positions 
about an axis extending through the ends of said handle 
piece, each of said ends having a pair of notches cir 
cumferentially spaced around said axis and separated 
by an arcuate surface concentric with «said axis, and 
eachV of said ends having a shoulder extending from each 
of said notches tangentiallyto said arcuate surface; a 
pair of threaded studs attachable to a supporting struc 
ture, said studs each having an axiallylslotted end for 
receiving respective handle piece ends yand having a 
blind axial bore in the base of said slot; a pin axially 
slidable in each of Said bores; a coil spring disposed 
in each Vof said bores for biasing said pins to extend 
from said bores; and means for pivotally mounting the 
handle piece ends in their respective slots for rotation 
about saidhandle axis; whereby, as the handle piece 
is rotated into each handie position, said pins will engage 
respective notches in each end of the piece for detachably 
holdingthe piece in said position, and a shoulder on each 
end ofthe piece will engage the base of its mounting slot 
for positively limiting rotation of the handle piece. 

3. A’handle assembly comprising: a U-shaped handle 
pieceadapted to pivot between two handle positions about 
anaxis extending through the ends of said handle piece, 
each of said ends having an arcuate surface centered on 
said axis, la pair of notches circumferentially spaced along 
said arcuate surface, one notch in the plane of said handle 
piece and the other at right angles thereto, and a flat 
surface tangentially extending from said first notch at 
right angles to said handle plane; body means having stud 
means for attaching it .to a supporting structure, having 
slots for receiving respective handle piece ends, each of 
said ̀ »slots with two side walls and a bottom wall trans 
verse to said stud means, and having a blind bore in 
the basel thereof; a pin axially slidable within each of 
said bores; spring means for biasing said pins to extend 
from said bores; and means for pivotally mounting the 
handle piece ends in their respective slots for rotation 
about said handle axis; whereby, as the handle is rotated 

,into each‘handle position, said pins will engage respec 
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tive notches in each end of the handle piece for deatch 
ably holding the piece in said position, and handle piece 
rotation beyond said positions is limited by the slot bot 
tom wall and flat handle end surface respectively. 

4. A handle assembly including a handle piece and a 
receiving assembly therefor, 

said receiving assembly being attachable to the face 
of a supporting structure and comprising a stud 
having a head, an axial slot formed in said head 
and deiined by a base and opposed sides thereof, 
an axial bore formed in the base of said slot and 
a pin axially slidable in said bore, siad pin being 
spring biased to a normal position extending from 
said bore; and 

said handle piece having an end portion pivotally 
mounted in said slot for rotational movement be 
tween two handle positions about an axis extending 
through the end of Vsaid handle piece, one of said 
handle piece positions being retracted and generally 
ilush with the face of the supporting structure while 
»the other position is extended and inclined to the 
face of the supporting structure, said end portion 
including an arcuate surface centered on -said axis 
and a pair of notches circumferentially spaced along 
said arcuate surface, one notch in the' plane of said 
handle piece and the other disposed -at an angle 
thereto, and a shoulder having a flat face projecting 
beyond -said arcuate surface, Ithe lilat face of said 
projecting shoulder being engageable with said base 
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6 
a supporting structure and comprising a pair of studs 
each having a head, an axial slot formed in each of 
said heads and deñned by a base and opposed sides 
thereof, an axial bore formed in the base of said 
slots and a pin axially slidable in each of said 
bores, said pins being spring biased to a normal 
position extending from said bores; and 

said handle piece having end portions pivotally 
mounted in said slots for rotational movement be 
tween two handle positions about an axis extending 
through said ends of said handle piece, one of said 
handle piece positions being retracted and generally 
ñush with the face of the supporting structure while 
the other position is extended and inclined to the 
face of the supporting structure, each of said end 
portions including an arcuate surface centered on 
said axis and a pair of notches circumferentially 
spaced along said arcuate surface, one notch in the 
plane of said handle piece and the other disposed 
at an angle thereto, and a shoulder having a ñat face 
projecting beyond said arcuate surface, »the fiat face 
of said projecting shoulder being engagcable with 
said base of said axial slot of the receiving assembly 
thus forming a positive stop for the extended posi 
tion of the handle piece. 
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